Contracted graph (CG) is a basic and effective tool for deriving topology graphs which are widely used for type synthesis of closed mechanisms. This paper focuses on the derivation of valid CGs from simpler CGs by adding edge and the identification of their isomorphism. First, the concepts of CGs are explained, and the numbers of vertices and edges in CGs are determined. Second, many different CGs are constructed from associated linkages. Based on the numbers of different edges, many CGs corresponding to the same associated linkage are grouped and the isomorphic/invalid CGs are identified and deleted. Third, many complex valid CGs are derived from simpler valid CGs or virtual CGs by adding edge. Finally, two application examples of the CGs are illustrated for type synthesis of closed mechanisms.
Introduction
It is has been a significant and challenging issue to create more novel mechanisms with useful functions. The topology graph (TG) is a simple and effective tool for type synthesis of closed mechanisms [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . The contracted graph (CG) is a basic and effective tool for deriving various TGs [5] . In the aspect of type synthesis of mechanisms, Crossley, Dobrjanskyj, Sohn, Freudenstein, Tsai, Yan et al. proposed contracted graphs (CGs) [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . Yang and Jin studied topology structure design of robot mechanisms [7, 8] . Gogu [9, 10] conducted structural synthesis of parallel robots using morphological and evolutionary approaches. Johnson [11] derived associated linkages (ALs) for type synthesis of planar mechanisms using determining tree and synthesized many planar mechanisms by ALs. Lu and Leinonen [12] derived the unified ALs for type synthesis of planar and spatial mechanisms and derived CGs from unified ALs using adjacency matrices. By changing types and motion orientations of joints, Yan et al. studied the configuration synthesis of mechanisms with variable topologies/topological representations and characteristics of variable kinematic joints [13, 14] .
Hervé proposed Lie group for classifying mechanism branches based on different joints and their orders [15] . Pucheta et al. synthesized planar linkages based on constrained sub-graph isomorphism detection and existing mechanisms [16, 17] . Saxena et al. selected the best configuration for mechanisms based on kinetostatic design specifications [18] . Huang et al. studied theory of loop algebra of multi-loop kinematic chains [19] . Tuttle et al. [20, 21] applied group theory to the enumeration and structural analysis of basic kinematic chains. Kong, Gosselin [22, 23] , Wang [24] and Tarcisio [25] et al. studied the topological synthesis and type synthesis of parallel mechanisms based on screw theory, a virtual joint, instantaneous kinematics and some wrist design requirements. Tuttle, Uicker, Shende, Rao, Yadav, Kong, Chang et al. studied the identification of isomorphic kinematic chains Mechanism and Machine Theory 52 (2012) 206-218 [20, [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] . Lu et al. derived many TGs with digit and TGs for planar 3-, 4-DOF mechanisms by distributing some binary links or digits over CGs using arrays and studied relative criteria [32, 33] .
In fact, the type synthesis of mechanisms can be divided into the following procedures: 1) the derivations of ALs based on DOF of mechanisms; 2) the derivations of valid CGs from ALs; 3) the derivations of valid TGs from valid CGs; 4) the derivations of valid kinematics chains from valid TGs. It is well known that each of the derivation procedures is complicated and difficult. The isomorphism identification in each of the former derivations can effectively avoid a large number of unnecessary later derivations. Refs. Table 1 Values of (n p2 , n s2 , n 3 , n 4 , n 5 , n 6 , n, n e ) in each of the 55 known ALs [12] .
No.
n p2 n s2 n 3 n 4 n 5 n 6 n n e No. n p2 n s2 n 3 n 4 n 5 n 6 n n e 0. pentagonal link H hexagonal link P, R, U, S prismatic, revolute, universal, spherical pairs, respectively n the number of the vertices in CG n k (k = 3,…, 6) the numbers of (T, Q, P e , H), respectively n e the number of the edges in CG e 1 a single edge connected with 2 vertices e i (i = 2,…, 6) the parallel edge with i single edges and 2 vertices m i the numbers of e i n p2
the numbers of B in TG for planar mechanism n s2 the numbers of B in TG for spatial mechanism [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] 11, 12, 16, 17, 32, 33] mainly focus on the derivation of novel complex CGs and TGs and their isomorphism identification without considering any constraints and poses of kinematic chains by graph theory. Refs. [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] mainly focus on the derivations of novel kinematic chains and their isomorphism identification with the consideration of the constraints and the poses of various kinematic chains using Lie group, group theory, screw theory and other approaches. Each of the above approaches has its merits and different focuses. Up to now, many kinds of simple mechanisms have been synthesized and applied widely. In further, more complex and valid CGs should be derived in order to create many novel complicated mechanisms with more mechanical advantages, such as large output force/torque, high stiffness, large capability of load bearing, and large output displacement or velocity. Since each of complex valid CGs can be used to derive many different complex TGs, it is significant to derive valid CGs and to identify their isomorphism for type synthesis of mechanisms. However, when an AL includes more ternary links T, quaternary links Q , pentagonal links P e , or hexagonal links H, the number of different CGs and the complexity of CGs increase greatly, which makes it very difficult to derive complex CGs and identify isomorphic/invalid CGs by a topology matrix because the topology matrix is enlarged and complicated [12] . For this reason, this paper focuses on the derivation of valid CGs from the ALs and their isomorphism identification using simpler valid CGs and virtual CGs in the case of the complexity coefficient of mechanisms ≤5.
Some concepts and parameters on CG and TG

Concepts and parameters on CG
The links (such as T, Q, P e , H) with at least 3 points of connection are defined as the basic links [12] . A CG only includes the basic links not binary links B [5] . Each of the basic links in CG is represented by a vertex. These vertices are connected with each other by some edges. A vertex representing T, Q, P e and H is connected with 3, 4, 5 and 6 edges, respectively. A TG is similar to a CG, except that each of edges is composed of some B connected in series [12, 31] . Let F be DoF of the mechanism, n k (k = 3, …, 6) be the numbers of (T, Q, P e , H) in TGs and CGs, respectively. Let n p2 be the number of B in a TG for planar mechanisms. Let n s2 be the number of B in a TG for spatial mechanisms. In fact, n k is the number of vertices connected with k edges. The 55 ALs of the planar and spatial mechanisms have been derived based on DoFs and the complexity coefficient μ of mechanisms in Ref. [12] . Each of the 55 ALs includes different n k which have been derived in Ref [12] , see Table 1 . Let n the number of the vertices, n e be the number of the edges in each of CGs. n and n e corresponding to each of the 55 ALs can be solved by Eq. (1) and their solutions are listed in Table 1 .
Generally, many CGs can be derived from the 55 ALs in Table 1 and some different CGs can be derived from the same AL. However, there are some simpler virtual CGs which can not be derived from the ALs in Table 1 , but they can be derived from some complex valid CGs and then be used to derive many new complex valid CGs. In order to identify a CG easily, a CG derived from No. k AL is expressed by No. k CG.
Invalid CGs and isomorphic CGs and their determination
A basic circle, a single edge and some different parallel edges are effective tools for constructing CGs. Let C be a basic circle, e 1 be a single edge connected with 2 vertices, e i (i = 2, …, 6) be a parallel edge with i single edges and 2 vertices, see Fig. 1 .
Based on (n k , n, n e ) in each of the 55 ALs, the tools for constructing CGs are described as follows:
1. Construct a C, and distribute all vertices representing (T, Q, P e , H) over C. 2. Try to distribute more vertices on the circumference of C. Thus, the constructions of CGs are simplified and isomorphic CGs can be identified easy. 3. Connect n vertices with n e e 1 in C. Any vertex representing (T, Q, P e , H) is connected with (3, 4, 5, 6) e 1 .
If a CG can be separated into 2 isolated parts or more, this CG is invalid, see CG 1 in Fig. 2 . If a CG can be separated into 2 parts which is connected by a vertex, see CG 2 in Fig. 2 , this CG is invalid although it may be used to synthesize the serial-parallel mechanisms.
Suppose there are CG x and CG y. If CG x is the same as CG y, CG x and CG y must be mutually isomorphic, and one of them must be removed in order to avoid the construction of identical CG. For example in Fig. 2 be determined. Thus, the isomorphic CG can be identified easily and the invalid CG can be avoided. Let m i (i = 2, …, 6) be the numbers of e i , Int{a} be an integer which is ≤a and close to a, here a is a positive digit. Their values are solved in Table 2 1 and all vertices are distributed on C. The intersecting number of e 1 in both CG 1 and CG 2 is 4. The intersecting number of e1 in CG 3 and CG 4 is 5 and 6, respectively. Since the intersecting form of e 1 in CG 1 is different from that in CG 2, 4 CG i are not mutually isomorphic.
Generally, it is easy by visual inspection to identify the isomorphism of some CGs in the same group. Otherwise, a coding approach can be applied for isomorphism identification of two CGs in the same group. The detail processes of the coding approach are described as follows:
1. Select a CG x and a CG y from the same group. 2. In both CG x and CG y, mark n vertices by digits 1 → n from the one connected with more e 1 to one with less e 1 . Thus, each of n e e 1 in the CG includes a pair of digits. 3. If all n e pairs of digits in CG x can be found in CG y without considering queue of digits, then CG x and CG y must be mutually isomorphic. Otherwise, CG x and CG y must not be mutually isomorphic.
For example, in the 8 No. 3.2 CGs, select CG 4 and CG 5 in the group 3 with (n 4 = 1, n 3 = 4, n = 5, n e = 8). In CG 4 and CG 5, mark a vertex connected with 4e 1 by 1, and mark 4 vertices connected with 3e 1 by (2, 3, 4, 5), respectively. The 8e 1 in both CG 4 and CG 5 include 8 pairs of digits {(1, 2), (1, 3), (1, 4) , (1, 5) , (2, 3) , (3, 4) , (2, 5) , (4, 5)}, respectively. Thus, CG 5 and CG 4 are mutually isomorphic. Similarly, CG 8 and CG 7 are mutually isomorphic.
Derivation of valid CGs from simpler valid CGs and virtual CGs
When complexity coefficient of mechanism μ ≤ 5, each of No. k valid CGs must be derived from No. k AL in Table 1 and can not be separated into 2 isolated parts or 2 parts connected by a vertex. In addition, it must not be an isomorphism of other valid No. k Table 1 .
Table 2
The numbers of e i (i = 2, …, 6) m i in different cases. Method 1 When n k = i, k = 3 in some simpler valid CGs, many complex valid CGs with n k = i + 2 can be derived by distributing a new single edge e 1 (in gray color) over the different parts of the simpler valid CGs. Here, the two vertices of the new e 1 must be connected with the edges in the simpler valid CGs. Method 2 When n k = i (k ≥ 4, i ≥1) in some simpler valid CGs, many complex valid CGs with n k = i + 1 can be derived from the simpler CGs by distributing a new e 1 (in gray color) over the different parts of the simpler CGs. Here, one vertex of the new e 1 must be connected with an edge, and the other must be connected with one of the vertices connected with (k − 1) e 1 . Method 3 When n k = i (k ≥ 4, i ≥ 2) in a CG, some simpler virtual CGs with n k = i − 1 (k ≥ 3, i ≥ 2) or n k − 1 = i can be derived. Although the simpler virtual CGs can not be derived from the 55 ALs, many new complex valid CGs can be derived from the virtual CGs using the methods 1 and 2.
Since only one new e 1 is distributed over the different parts of the simpler CGs, the derivation of complex CGs and the identification of isomorphic CG become quite simple. After deriving all No. k CGs, some invalid CGs and isomorphic CGs must be determined and removed. Example 5 A simpler No. 3.6 CG with (n 5 = n 4 = n 3 = 1, n e = 6, m 3 ≤ 1, m 2 ≤ 1) is derived easily, see Table 7 . The 11 complex No. 4.12 CGs with (n 5 = n 4 = 1, n 3 = 3, n e = 9, m 3 ≤ 1, m 2 ≤ 3) are derived from the No. 3.6 CG by methods 1 and 2, see Table 7 . 4.12 CG by method 2, see Table 8 . The 24 complex No. 5.9 CGs are derived from 3 virtual CGs with (n 5 = n 3 = 1, n 4 = 2) by methods 1 and 3, see Table 8 . Example 7 The 13 complex No. 5.16 CGs with (n 6 = n 4 = 1, n 3 = 4, n e = 11, m 3 ≤ 1) are derived from No. 4.7 CG. by method 1, see Table 9 . In addition, the 18 complex No. 5.16 CGs are derived from 2 virtual CGs with (n 6 = 1, n 3 = 4) using methods 1 and 3, see Table 9 . Table 10 . mechanism, n 3 = 2, n 4 = 1, n e = 5), see Fig. 4a . Thus, many different topology graphs with digits (DTGs) can be derived by distributing 7B over 5 edges in No. 2.2 CG, see Fig. 4 . Among them, a DTG with (n 2 = 7, n 3 = 2, n 4 = 1, n e = 5) is derived from No. 2.2 CG, see Fig. 4b . Next, a TG is derived from this DTG, see Fig. 4c . Finally, a planar 3-DOF parallel machine tool [34] is constructed, see Fig. 3d . It includes 2 sliders T, a moving platform Q, a base l B, 4 prismatic joints (P 1 , P 2 , P 3 , P 4 ), 8 revolute joints R i (i = 1, 2, …, 8), and 6 binary links l j (j = 1, …, 6). l 1 connects Q with T 1 by R 1 and R 8 . l 2 connects T 2 with Q by R 2 and R 2 . A rod with P 4 is composed of l 3 and l 4 and connects T with Q by R 4 and R 5 . A rod with P 3 is composed of l 5 and l 6 and connects Q with T by R 6 and R 7 . When F = 5, a valid No. 3.5 CG can be derived from No. 3.5 AL with (n s2 = 17 + F = 22, n 3 = 3, n 5 = 1, n e = 7), see Fig. 5a . Similarly, many different DTGs with 1P e + 3 T + 22B can be derived by distributing 22B over 7 edges in No. 3.5 CG. Two DTG 1 and DGT 2 with (n s2 = 22, n 3 = 3, n 5 = 1, n e = 7) is derived from No. 3.5 CG, see Fig. 5b, d . Next, two novel 5-DOF parallel mechanisms are created from two DTGs. Their mobility is verified by their simulation mechanisms. Two 5-DOF parallel mechanisms are composed of 1 fixed base P e , 1 moving platform T, 5 active prismatic joints P, 5 revolute joints R, 5 spherical joints S, 2 universal joints U, see Fig. 5c , e. Their DoFs are verified using Kutzbach-Grübler formula [10, 11] . Table 1 are derived, see Table 11 . It is known that the derivation of valid kinematics chains from valid TGs is a challenging and significant issue. The derivations of valid kinematics chains from valid TGs should be studied in further by considering over-constrained mechanisms and orientations of joints and order.
Conclusions
Contracted graph (CG) is a basic and effective tool for type synthesis of various closed mechanisms. Many different valid CGs can be derived from the same associated linkage (AL). Many different closed mechanisms can be synthesized from one valid CG.
Each of the basic links in the CG can be represented by a vertex. These vertices are connected with each other by some edges. A circle, some single edges and parallel edges can be used as effective tools for constructing CGs. Each of the CG with n vertices and n e edges can be constructed into circle. Any vertex representing ternary link, quaternary link, pentangle link, and hexagonal link is connected with 3, 4, 5, 6 single edges, respectively.
The number of vertices n and the number of edges n e in CGs versus each of the known 55 ALs are solved. The numbers of different parallel edges m i in each of the valid CGs are solved.
Whenever any CG can be separated into 2 or more isolated parts or 2 parts which are connected by single vertex, this CG must be an invalid one. When CG x is the same as CG y in the same group, CG x and CG y must be mutually isomorphic. Thus, one of them must be removed in order to avoid synthesizing an identical mechanism.
Some different No. k CGs derived from No. k AL can be divided into several groups based on different parallel edges and mi. Since each group includes some CGs with different mi and parallel edges which can be identified easily in CGs by visual inspection, only the isomorphic CGs in the same group are required to be determined. Thus, the determination of many different No. k CGs become easy. If CG x may be an isomorphism of CG y in the same group but it is not easy to identify whether it is true by visual inspection, coding vertices and comparing edges in both CG x and CG y will give the solution.
Let n k (k ≥ 3) be the number of basic link connected with k single edges. Many complex CGs can be derived from a simpler CG using following methods: 1) When n k = i (k =3, i ≥ 1) in some simpler CGs, many different complex CG with n k = i +2 can be derived by distributing a new single edge e 1 over the different parts of the simpler CGs. Here, two vertices of new e 1 must be connected with edges in the simpler CGs. 2) When n k ≥ 1 (k ≥ 4) in some simpler CGs, many complex CGs with n k + 1 can be derived from the simpler CGs by distributing a new single edge (in gray color) over the different parts of the simpler CGs. Here, one vertex of the new e 1 must be connected with an edge, and the other must be connected with one of the vertices connected with (k − 1) e 1 . 3) When n k = i (k ≥ 4, i ≥ 2) in a CG, some simpler virtual CGs n k = i − 1 (k ≥ 3, i ≥ 2) or with n k − 1 = i can be derived. Although some simpler virtual CGs can not be derived, many complex valid CGs can be derived from the virtual CGs using method 1 and method 2.
Since only one new single edge with gray color is distributed over the different parts of the simple CGs or simple virtual CGs, the derivation of complex CGs and the identification of isomorphic CG become quite simple. After deriving all No. k CGs using three methods, some invalid CGs and isomorphic CGs must be determined and removed. 
